ABSTRACT Motivation: Duplication of genomic sequences is a common phenomenon in tumor cells. While many duplications associated with tumors have been identified (e.g. via techniques such as CGH), both the organization of the duplicated sequences and the process that leads to these duplications are less clear. One mechanism that has been observed to lead to duplication is the extraction of DNA from the chromosomes and aggregation of this DNA into small, independently replicating linear or circular DNA sequences (amplisomes). Parts of these amplisomes may later be reinserted back into the main chromosomes leading to duplication. Although amplisomes are known to play an important role in tumorigenesis, their architecture and even size remain largely unknown. Results: We reconstruct the structure of tumor amplisomes by analyzing duplications in the tumor genome. Our approach relies on recently generated data from End Sequence Profiling (ESP) experiments, which allow us to examine the fine structure of duplications in a tumor on a genome-wide scale. Using ESP data, we formulate the Amplisome Reconstruction Problem, describe an algorithm for its solution, and derive a putative architecture of a tumor amplisome that is the source for duplicated material in the MCF7 breast tumor cell line.
INTRODUCTION
Tumor cells exhibit a broad range of chromosomal aberrations including inversions, translocations, duplications and deletions (for a recent review see Albertson et al., 2003) . The Mitelman Database of Chromosomal Aberrations in Cancer catalogs more than 40 000 such aberrations in a wide variety of tumor types. Some of the observed chromosomal changes may be 'random' with little or no direct effect on tumorigenesis, and perhaps are a manifestation of a 'mutator phenotype' (Loeb et al., 2003) exhibited by the tumor where mutations in genes that control cell cycle, DNA replication and repair led to an accumulation of random genomic changes. However, in many tumor types recurrent aberrations are observed in different samples. It is largely accepted that recurrent * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
aberrations are associated with genes that are important in tumor growth and development. A classic example is the chromosome 9;22 translocation in chronic myeloid leukemia, which results in the ABL-BCR fusion protein that is directly implicated in the development of the disease (Heisterkamp et al., 1983) . Many other oncogenes have been discovered near locations of recurrent chromosomal aberrations (Albertson et al., 2003) . In addition to the wide variability of chromosomal aberrations among different tumor types, there is also variability among cells from the same tumor at different stages of development. By studying chromosomal aberrations one may identify genes that are important for tumor growth, development and malignancy, and these may serve as diagnostics of tumor stages.
Duplication of genomic material is a very common phenomenon in tumor genomes. Duplication may lead to overexpression of genes that are important in tumor development and malignancy. For example, the MYC oncogene, important for cell proliferation, was found to be present in many copies in HL-60 leukemia cells (Von Hoff et al., 1990) and many other types of tumors. Duplications in tumor genomes were first visualized as homogeneously staining regions (HSRs) in chromosome banding patterns or by the presence of extrachromosomal DNA (amplisomes) (Cowell, 1982) . Amplisomes are either small, or acentric chromosomes (double minutes) or small circular chromosomes (episomes). It has been observed that parts of the amplisomes may integrate into HSRs on the main chromosomes and vice versa (Toledo et al., 1992; Guan et al., 1994) , suggesting a mechanism for gene duplication.
Both the number and temporal sequence of duplications and deletions of chromosomal segments have been shown to be important in tumor development. It was demonstrated that reducing the number of copies of the MYC gene reduced the tumorigenicity of tumor cell line (Von Hoff et al., 1992) . Furthermore, it is postulated that for some tumor types, stages of tumorigenesis can be correlated to specific duplications and deletions. Vogelstein et al. (1988) proposed an ordered sequence of four specific gains/losses of chromosomal segments in the progression of colorectal cancer. More recently, tree-based models have been proposed to model the dependence of chromosomal gains and losses (Desper et al., 1999) .
Much of the evidence for the high frequency of duplication in tumor genomes results from comparative genome hybridization (CGH) experiments (Kallioniemi et al., 1992) , and more recently from higher resolution array-based techniques, such as array-CGH (Hodgson et al., 2001) and Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) arrays (Snijders et al., 2001) . All these techniques rely on differential-labeling of normal and tumor DNA by fluorescent probes. Hybridization of these labeled probes to metaphase chromosome spreads (in the case of CGH) or arrays and measurements of normal/tumor fluorescent ratios allows one to identify genomic material in tumor genomes that is present in higher or lower copy than in normal human DNA. A number of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes have been identified by examination of the regions with abnormally high or low normal/tumor fluorescence ratios.
While CGH and related co-hybridization techniques have great utility in the identification of duplicated material in a tumor genome, they give little information about the organization and locations of duplicated material within a genome. For example, it is difficult to infer from a CGH experiment whether two duplicated regions are located close together (or even on the same chromosome) in the tumor genome. In some tumor genomes, duplicated material from several disparate regions of the human genome is colocalized (Guan et al., 1994) . However, the exact structure of these duplications-and perhaps more importantly, how they were formed-remains a mystery.
Recently, Volik et al. (2003) applied the End Sequence Profiling (ESP) technique to study the MCF7 breast tumor cell line. The ESP technique gives an order of magnitude more accurate representation of the tumor genome than cytogenetic techniques, such as chromosome banding and spectral karyotyping (SKY) (Schröck et al., 1996) , and in addition yields detailed information about the tumor genome architecture that is lacking in hybridization techniques, such as CGH and array-CGH. In an earlier paper (Raphael et al., 2003) , we described a method to reconstruct the architecture of a tumor genome from ESP data and derived a sequence of putative inversions and translocations that generated the tumor genome from the normal human genome sequence. This reconstruction proved to be useful and some rearrangement breakpoints predicted in this study were confirmed in the experiments at the UCSF Cancer Center (Collins and Volik, Personal communication). However, in our earlier study, we did not consider the complications that arise from the extensive duplications that are common in tumor genomes. As a result, our previous reconstruction was rearrangement-centric, and was biased in the sense that some of the putative rearrangements may have alternative explanations as duplications. In the present paper, we show how to use data from ESP experiments to reconstruct the putative structure of tumor amplisomes, resulting in a duplication-centric interpretation of ESP data. We view the combined analysis of both rearrangements and duplications as an important open problem.
IDENTIFICATION OF REARRANGEMENTS IN THE TUMOR GENOME BY ESP
An ESP experiment consists of the following steps. First, a BAC library is constructed for the tumor genome of interest. That is, the tumor genome is split into small, overlapping fragments varying in size from 100 to 300 kb and these pieces are inserted into BACs. Second, the ends (500 bp) of each BAC are sequenced. Third, the resulting end sequences are mapped to the human genome. We retain only those BACs whose both end sequences map uniquely to the human genome. Each such BAC is associated with the pair (x, y) of locations in the human genome where the end sequences map. In addition, the end sequence may map to either DNA strand, and we use a sign (+ or −) to indicate the strand. We call such a signed pair a BAC end sequence pair (BES pair). Thus, the data from an ESP experiment consists of a set of BES pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) (Fig. 1a) . Such datasets are often represented as two-dimensional (2D) ESP plots (Fig. 3a) . Typically, the distance between elements of a BES pair will equal the length L of a BAC insert (100-300 kb), and the ends will have opposite, convergent orientations, i.e. a BES pair of the form [+x, −(x + L)]. We call such BES pairs valid pairs. However, since the tumor genome is a rearranged version of the human genome, there will also be a number of invalid pairs whose ends map far apart, or have the wrong orientation or both. The valid and invalid pairs reveal information about the architecture of the tumor genome. Figure 1b gives an example of a genomic dot plot representing the difference between the architectures of the human and tumor genomes. Five colored synteny blocks in Figure 1b are connected by four breakpoint edges (dotted lines in the figure) in 'tumor order' (compare with Pevzner and Tesler, 2003) . A breakpoint edge with starting position (x 1 , y 1 ) and ending position (x 2 , y 2 ) can be represented as a point (x 1 , x 2 ) in 2D. As a result, the four breakpoint edges in Figure 1b give four points in a 2D breakpoint plot (Fig. 1c) . The breakpoint plot is simply an alternative representation of the breakpoint graph that has many applications in genome rearrangement studies (Pevzner, 2000) .
Given the genomic dot plot, it is easy to construct the breakpoint plot in Figure 1c . We are interested in the inverse problem of reconstructing the genomic dot plot from the breakpoint plot. Figure 1c provides a hint for the solution of this problem. However, the analogous inverse problem of reconstructing the genomic dot plot from an ESP plot-rather than a breakpoint plot-becomes rather difficult.
It is easy to see that the ESP plot and breakpoint plot are correlated. In the case of a high-coverage ESP project, every point in the breakpoint plot typically corresponds to a 'cloud' of closely located points in the ESP plot, with signs of BES pairs corresponding to colors of points in the breakpoint plot. In the case of a low-coverage ESP project, some points in the breakpoint plot may not be represented in the ESP plot. Another complication is caused by experimental artifacts (e.g. chimeric BACs) that add 'random noise' to ESP plots. As a result, the reconstruction of genomic architecture from ESP data becomes non-trivial. It is further complicated by duplications in the tumor genome that are the focus of this paper.
The positions and orientations of the valid and invalid BES pairs suggest potential rearrangements that distinguish the tumor genome from the human genome. In particular, certain configurations of BES pairs suggest inversions, translocations or duplications in the tumor genome (Fig. 2a-c) . However, other configurations of BES pairs defy simple explanation (Fig. 2d) . Furthermore, while an invalid BES pair (x, y) implies that a pair of positions (a, b) in the human genome are adjacent in the tumor genome (e.g. the breakpoints s and t in Fig. 2a and b) , the invalid pair only approximately determines the positions a and b. Specifically, for the invalid pair (x, y) the positions (a, b) lie in intervals determined by the inequality |x − a| + |y − b| ≤ L. Thus, with shorter the insert size L, or with multiple invalid pairs that span the positions a and b, we determine (a, b) more accurately. Consequently, real ESP data does not directly reveal the breakpoint plot (Fig. 1c) , but rather gives an ESP plot (Fig. 3) that is a manifestation of a very complex structure of rearrangements, duplications and experimental artifacts.
In Raphael et al. (2003) , we described how the analysis of clusters of invalid BES pairs mitigates the issue of (a, b) being underdetermined, and also deals with experimental artifacts. We perform a similar 1 procedure here, and for simplicity assume that the invalid pair (x, y) indicates that locations x and y are adjacent in the tumor genome, with the understanding that the real pair (a, b) of adjacencies is located very close to (x, y).
In Raphael et al. (2003) , we described an approach that finds a sequence of inversions and translocations to explain ESP data, under a particular assumption of sparse ESP data. Since duplications lead to a more complex combinatorial problem than other rearrangements, inferring the pattern of duplications was left as an open problem in this earlier work. However, the shortcomings of ignoring duplications was revealed by a very complex structure of duplications present in the MCF7 breast tumor cell line on chromosomes 1, 3, 17 and 20 (Fig. 3b) . These regions have previously been suspected of contributing genomic material to amplisomes (Kytola et al., 2000) , but the approach in Raphael et al. (2003) was not able to decode the intricate structure of duplications and rearrangements on these chromosomes with the ESP data available at that time.
In principle, we can detect a simple duplication of a contiguous piece of DNA by the characteristic configuration of invalid BES pairs shown in Figure 2c . In reality, the pattern of duplication in MCF7 is more complex with many BES pairs arranged in the puzzling configuration illustrated in Figure 2d . Below we show that these intricate patterns of BES pairs are best explained by the presence of a tumor amplisome. Therefore, we attempt to explain the MCF7 ESP data by repeated insertion of fragments of the amplisome into human chromosomes. This approach leads to the formulation of the Amplisome Reconstruction Problem.
AMPLISOME RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM
To develop the reader's intuition, we start with a simpler version of the Amplisome Reconstruction Problem, which assumes that the sequence of the tumor genome (with all duplicated material) is known. This is an unrealistic assumption at present as it is not feasible to sequence an entire tumor genome with current sequencing technology due to high sequencing costs. 2 2 Even if someone attempted to shotgun sequence a tumor genome and its amplisomes, one might still face a formidable fragment assembly problem Let G denote the human genome and let S 1 , . . . , S l be substrings of G forming an amplisome
We assume that a tumor genome, T , is formed by insertions of substrings of A, an unknown amplisome (Fig. 4) . We further assume that the insertions are independent: l positions in G are selected and a substring of A is inserted at each of these positions. Thus, 'insertions within insertions' are not allowed. Let A 1 , . . . , A m be strings representing duplications in the tumor genome, i.e. insertions of fragments from amplisome A into the human genome. With this framework, the problem is to find the shortest circular superstring containing
The shortest common superstring problem is NP-hard (Garey and Johnson, 1979) , but a number of approximation algorithms are available. In the simple case shown in Figure 4 , it is easy to reconstruct the amplisome from the data by noticing that red and orange, orange and blue, since reads from amplisomes would likely be classified as chimeric reads by existing fragment assembly tools. blue and green, and green and red segments are adjacent in the duplicated segments thus implying that the amplisome includes red, green, blue and orange segments in order 3 .
We now consider a more realistic case when we have only ESP data for T , and the DNA sequence T itself is unknown. The key observation is that even without knowing the DNA sequence of T , the configuration of invalid BES pairs suggests possible rearrangements and duplications for T . In Raphael et al. (2003) , we considered the following problem with rearrangements being either inversions or translocations:
ESP Genome Reconstruction Problem. Given the human genome G and a set of BES pairs (x 1 , y 1 ) Our goal is to extend our analysis of ESP data to handle duplications. If we have ESP data rather than the sequence for T , we can still identify the positions of duplication, albeit with some imprecision. We say that two BES pairs form a duple if exactly one element from the first BES pair is located very close to (less than L) exactly one element of the second BES pair and these two elements have opposite and convergent orientations. Figure 2c and d show examples of duples, and Figure 2e shows the representation of a duple in a 2D ESP plot. We call the other elements of the BES pairs in the duple (i.e. the two elements that are not close) the boundary elements of the duple, and define the diameter of a duple to be the distance between the boundary elements, where the distance between elements on different chromosomes is infinity. A duple with small diameter (e.g. <3 Mb) and with boundary elements having opposite, divergent orientations (as Fig. 2c ) suggests a uniblock duplication: a single contiguous block (interval) of the human genome is duplicated in the tumor genome. In contrast, a duple with large diameter (e.g. infinity) may suggest a more complex duplication event such as a multiblock duplication: two or more blocks of the human genome are concatenated together to form an amplisome and then duplicated in the tumor genome. While the boundary elements of a duple with large diameter determine endpoints of a multiblock duplication, additional invalid BES pairs are required to delineate the borders of the concatenated blocks. This observation implies that there exist combinatorial dependencies for such multiblock duplications that we will explore below.
We assume that the tumor genome T is generated from the human genome G by insertion of substrings of an amplisome sequence A, as described above, and consider the following problem. (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n ) from fact, one may consider a more complex dependent model of insertion: substring A 1 is inserted at a position in T resulting in sequence T (1) , followed by insertion of A 2 in T (1) , resulting in sequence T (2) , and continuing iteratively until all A j are inserted. With this model, identifying the A j can be quite a challenge. We shall not consider such complications here. 
Amplisome Reconstruction Problem. Given the human genome G and BES pairs

AMPLISOME RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
While the ESP plot in Figure 3a looks like a 'random' arrangement of points in 2D, we demonstrate in Raphael et al. (2003) that there exist many combinatorial dependencies between these points that allow one to reconstruct the putative architecture of the tumor genome. Similarly, the analysis of the rather complex ESP data in Figure 3b reveals combinatorial dependencies between the points that allow one to reconstruct the putative architecture of the tumor amplisome. Our approach to the Amplisome Reconstruction Problem starts with the identification of all duples D 1 , . . . , D m in the ESP data (Fig. 5) . We assume that at least one duple D i has large diameter; otherwise, we can form the tumor genome by m uniblock duplications, one for each D i . For a duple with large diameter, the boundary elements suggest the endpoints of a multiblock duplication. However, the interpretation of a large diameter duple as a multiblock duplication requires that additional invalid BES pairs be present in the ESP data to determine the borders of the blocks. In the simple example shown in Figure 5 , we can easily find such additional invalid BES pairs, and this leads to the interpretation of the three duples D 1 , D 2 and D 3 in the figure as three multiblock duplications A 1 , A 2 and A 3 (Fig. 5d) . Examining the structure of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 reveals the architecture of the tumor amplisome A.
For the MCF7 ESP data (Fig. 3b) , the interpretation of large diameter duples as multiblock duplications is complicated by the presence of many neighboring invalid BES pairs. Consequently, each large diameter duple has multiple interpretations as a multiblock duplication, each interpretation having its own block structure. Our approach is to reconstruct the amplisome A such that each large diameter duple can be interpreted as a multiblock duplication that is a substring of A.
We implement our approach using an ESP graph H constructed from the invalid BES pairs (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n ) in the ESP data. We concatenate the chromosomes in the human genome to form a virtual unichromosomal genome of length M. H is a weighted edge-colored graph containing 4n + 2 vertices, n 'black' edges, 2n 'gray' edges, and 2n+1 'red' edges. Vertices in the ESP graph H represent locations in the human genome; black (respectively gray) edges in H indicate locations that are adjacent in the tumor (respectively human) genome; red edges indicate contiguous segments of the human genome that do not contain any invalid BES pairs. For a BES x, we let sign(x) = 1 if x has positive sign and sign(x) = −1 if x has negative sign. While an invalid BES pair (x, y) implies that locations x and y are adjacent in the tumor genome, it is the signs of x and y that determine this adjacency precisely. Specifically, if sign(x) = 1, then the interval
is adjacent to y, and if sign(x) = −1, then the interval [x, x +1] = [x, x −sign(x)] is adjacent to y. A similar criteria holds for y. Hence, each invalid BES pair (x, y) gives rise to four vertices and three edges in the ESP graph: vertices x, x + sign(x), y, y + sign(y); a black edge (x, y) with weight 1; and gray edges [x, x + sign(x)], [y, y + sign(y)] with weight 1. We also add source and sink vertices 1 and M representing the start and end of the concatenated genome, and add red interval edges between the vertices of adjacent BES pairs (Fig. 6 ) with the weight of each red edge equal to the length of the corresponding segment in the human genome.
We say that vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k in H form an alternating path if (v 2i−1 , v 2i ) is a red edge in H and (v 2i , v 2i+1 ) is a black or gray edge 5 in H for all i = 1, . . . , k/2 . An alternating path in H gives a segment in the tumor genome 5 We distinguish black and gray edges in order to count the number of invalid BES pairs on an alternating path. Since the ESP graph H is sparse and the number of vertices is relatively small for current ESP datasets, we can solve the Alternating Superpath Problem by exhaustive enumeration of alternating cycles in H . With real ESP data, it may not be possible to find an alternating cycle A that contains an alternating path from v i to w i for all i = 1, . . . , m. In this case, we find the shortest alternating cycle that contains alternating paths for the largest number of pairs (v i , w i ). Furthermore, note that our formulation of the Amplisome Reconstruction Problem requires that all invalid BES pairs in the ESP data are valid in the tumor genome. However, an optimal solution to the Alternating Superpath Problem may not yield a set of duplications that explain all invalid BES pairs. Nevertheless, we find that this approach yields promising results with the MCF7 ESP data.
RESULTS
We apply our amplisome reconstruction algorithm to ESP data for MCF7 generated as of October 2003 (Collins and . BAC end sequences are mapped to NCBI Build 34 (July 2003) and clustered as described in Raphael et al. (2003) . The average BAC insert size is 160 kb, and we set the maximum insert size L = 260 kb. The data consist of 11240 BES pairs, of which 10 453 are valid pairs, and 787 are invalid pairs. Of the invalid BES pairs, 539 are isolated and the remaining 248 form 70 clusters of at least two BES pairs. Of the 70 clusters, 33 have both ends mapping to the region consisting of Chromosome 1: 106.1-114.6 Mb, chromosome 3: 61.7-64.9 Mb, chromosome 17: 57.1-62.9 Mb, and chromosome 20: 41.5-56.6 Mb, of total length 31 Mb. We focus on this region for our analysis of duplications, and replace each of the 33 clusters by a single invalid BES pair. We construct the ESP graph with 134 vertices and 33 black edges. We find 17 duples containing a total of 19 BES pairs; only one duple consists of BES pairs that are unique to this duple. We examine 2047 alternating cycles in H . We do not find an alternating cycle that contains alternating subpaths for all of the 17 duples. However, we do find 4 alternating cycles that contain alternating subpaths for 15 of the 17 duples. The shortest such cycle has 12 black edges and a total length of 11.67 Mb. The architecture of the putative amplisome described by this cycle is the circular concatenation of the following 12 blocks of the human genome, where each block is written in the form (chromosome, start, end) with start/end coordinates given in Mb units: (17, 57.16, 57.28), (3, 63.92, 64.02), (20, 47.14, 50.11), (20, 46.61, 46.45), (20, 56.36, 56.52) , (20, 52.87, 53.31), (1, 107.28, 106.10), (3, 63.38, 62.99), (1, 114.50, 111.66), (17, 57.53, 57.67), (17, 58.38, 59.91), (20, 54.72, 53.50) . The 15 insertions of fragments of this amplisome explain 24 of the 33 invalid BES pairs. We emphasize that this is a putative and duplication-centric reconstruction based on limited ESP data. Since the coverage of the ESP data for MCF7 (as of October 2003) is relatively low, there is a good chance that we are missing or misinterpreting duplications whose endpoints are not covered by invalid BES pairs. Nevertheless, the reconstruction provides a hypothesis for future experiments. By verifying and analyzing the amplisome structure, we hope to gain insight into the fine-scale architecture of duplications in MCF7.
